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Product Suite
CSA’s PanoMap® technology provides
comprehensive support for laser scanning applications and integration with 3D CAD models. The technology was designed to support
large-scale projects with thousands of laser
scans.
Our objective is to make access to a high
quality visual representation of laser scan data
easy to use, in a compact format viewable on
any current Windows-based PC.

Software & Services
Since 1976

Comprehensive Set of Software to Support
Laser Scanning Technology
The core of the system is the PanoMap®
database which provides efficient storage of
the laser scans in a variety of formats. The
database is spatially indexed to provide fast
access to individual plant areas.
PanoMap® technology is fully integrated with
CSA’s Plant/CMS™ 3D modeling system. It
provides comprehensive support to an intelligent 3D CAD plant representation, and access
to plant asset databases, making PanoMap® a
useful Plant Asset Management tool.

PanoMap® Suite Modules
PanoMap®
PanoMap® is a powerful photorealistic viewer of the
laser scans and can display projects of virtually any
size. The program’s extensive functionality includes:
 User-friendly access to very large scan database
 Powerful dimensioning and measurement capability
 Use of labels, access to data associated with the

plant, including documents, database information,
and inspection points
 Mark-up and redlining of the scans
 Integration with 3D CAD
 Verification between 3D CAD model and laser scans

Photorealistic 3D laser scan viewed in PanoMap®

PanoMap® Server
Access a large scale laser scan database
with ReCap technology in Autodesk design
products (including AutoCAD, Inventor,
Revit and Navisworks). This AutoCAD plug-in
enables the user to work with a large database of point clouds, using only the selected
areas of interest, unlike typical applications
which require loading an entire database.
The software enables access to a large scale
laser scan database. The database is created
from scans and is available in a project’s
model directory.
Point cloud data from 3D laser scans with
3D model, displayed in AutoCAD

iPanoMap™ Mobile Application for
Tablets, Smartphones
iPanoMap™ is a modified version of PanoMap®
designed for Android tablets. About 5,000 laser scans
can be stored on a device’s internal memory, with
limitless additional scans accessible via SD card
access. The user has access to laser scans, a 3D
model of the new design, and data associated with
plant components. A special version of iPanoMap™
installed on a handheld scanner can be used for
change control management applications.

PanoMap® Search
Use this module to quickly and easily
search for and locate components that have
been identified in a PanoMap project’s laser
scan space.
These components can be searched via a
component list or by clicking on a P&ID.

PanoMap® Manager
The PanoMap® database can be created from a number
of raw laser scan formats such as .zfs, .fls, .ptx, and
ascii. The database contains a visual representation of
the laser scans and a comprehensive spatial indexing of
the scans for fast access. The scan view formats can include: Intensity representation, Color, Light format
(which provides enhanced scan representation), CAD
mesh, 3D point cloud, and OpenGL.

PanoMap® Registrator

Precise registration, using
Light scan format

This tool achieves highly accurate registration—typically to within a quarter inch or
less between scans. Registration is further
refined based on automatic feature recognition. This module is also used to verify
scan registration received from other
sources.

PanoMap® Modeler
This module enhances the basic PanoMap® program,
providing tools to create intelligent CAD modeling
from laser scans. The modeling is supported by comprehensive CAD libraries developed by CSA.
Resulting models are exported to SP3D, PDS, PDMS,
and other CAD and plant design systems.
Model existing structural elements,
including steel beams (shown) and
piping with PanoMap® Modeler

PanoMap® Designer
Design new 3D models that can be merged with
or checked against laser scans. This module
supports design applications directly within the
scan database. The realistic scan PanoMap®
representation provides effective user interface
for plant design modifications and changes. The
design is also supported by Plant/CMS™ CAD
libraries.
Use PanoMap Designer’s MacroPlacement capability
to include an extensive model component library for
design flexibility and ease of use

PanoMap® Photo
Easily tag 3D laser scans with supplemental photo
information, saved as labels. Once tagged, these
photos can be registered to the scan database,
providing useful location information and matching
features seen in both the photo and in the photorealistic laser scan space. Monochromatic scan
views are supplemented with detailed color photography, enabling enhanced component identification.

iPanoMap™ Publisher
This Windows-based program enables PanoMap®
PC users to create a tablet or smartphone-based
version of the project, including 3D laser scan
data, 3D model files, and associated documentation (videos, PDFs, spreadsheets, etc.) accessible
in the same menu-driven format. This program
also allows the user to include only the
components needed, using filters and individual
checklists. The Android-based projects can be
updated as the PC projects are revised and
expanded.

PlantCMSTM/Master Model
CSA's universal file management and integration application
performs model and submodel management, and setup
functions. Typically, a project contains one model, which
consists of any number of logically-related physical parts, such
as a single building, all compartments and decks on a ship, a
pulp and paper processing plant, or a nuclear power generation
facility.
Master Model basic functions create such a model by defining its
name, location, boundaries, units, libraries, reference lines and
maintaining all modeling activities in a master database.

Model Review
This 3D CAD viewer is used to visualize point cloud data, mesh
representation, 3D models from laser scans, and 3D models
from design applications. The viewer has powerful interference
checking capability, and provides export capability to AutoCAD,
MicroStation, and IGES formats.

MacroCAD AutoCAD version
CSA's interactive macro definition program for creation of
graphical, parametric component macro libraries, and
component tables. All editing operations are performed in
local files, which are subsequently cycled into the master
model by the Model Administrator using the
CSA Master Model program.

HTCondor™ Implementation
This process helps to achieve high throughput and distributed parallelization of several of the
computationally intensive PanoMap® Manager tasks by using a dedicated cluster of computing
resources. HTCondor provides a job queuing mechanism, scheduling, job priority management,
resource monitoring, and management. It effectively uses computing resources when idle or
available, providing fast processing of even large scan databases. The user can manage workloads on a dedicated cluster of computers, and farm out work to idle desktop computers.

functions include:

Benefits

include:



Visualization of design against scan space using
a realistic, photographic-quality viewing format



Compact storage of large scan
databases



Interference verification with new design



Very fast retrieval



Asset Management: Intelligent labels, tag
numbers, and activity designations



Easily integrated with 3D models



Unlimited number of scans



Access to other documents, photographs, and
databases



Support scans from a variety of
scanners



Equipment rigging and removal simulation





Construction reviews using laser scans merged
with new design

Support change control using handheld
scanners



No special hardware requirements
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